Marketplace

Connect with your suppliers
to shop, place orders, receive
invoices and approve invoices
for payment.

Jumpstart your

enablement with a
model that works for
everyone.
Unimarket Marketplace takes the complexity out of

shopping and supplier engagement by providing suppliers
with one place to host catalogs, receive orders, send
invoices and receive payments.

One of the biggest barriers to realizing the significant

cost savings available from deploying an eProcurement
solution continues to be the cost and time required to

integrate with suppliers. Our Marketplace resolves this

problem by allowing you to integrate just once with our

existing Marketplace to gain access to our ever-growing
community of integrated suppliers and their catalogs.

Empower your suppliers
Give suppliers the tools they need to manage their own

company information, compliance documentation, online
catalogs and integrated punchout eCommerce sites, so
you don’t have to.

Drive supplier adoption
To help drive supplier adoption, there is no limit on the

number of suppliers you can enable, there is no cost for
suppliers to enroll in our Marketplace, and we provide

suppliers with full order, invoice and payment tools free
of charge.

Align everyone’s interests
Unimarket Premium Suppliers may pay additional

fees based on the added value these suppliers derive

from premium use of our Marketplace. These suppliers
are interested in growing order volume through their

participation in the marketplace. They want your business
and they’ve aligned their interests with yours and ours to
make it happen.

Even better, we continue to grow the number of suppliers
in our Marketplace because suppliers enjoy access to

valuable services such as hosting and managing their

catalogs, receiving orders, sending invoices and getting
paid electronically.
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Put these features
to work in your
organization.
No rationalization

Data capture

Because you integrate just once with our existing

Suppliers register once and manage company and

community of integrated suppliers, you no longer need to

portal, ensuring that the supplier information you use is

Marketplace to gain access to a large and growing

rationalize or justify the cost of undertaking point-to-point
supplier integration.

Long tail adoption
Our Marketplace provides scalable options that work for

all sizes and types of suppliers. This allows you to transact

electronically with small and mid-size suppliers that have
never previously been available for you to interact with
electronically.

Supplier invitations
Easily upload your entire supplier list and send suppliers
who are not already in our Marketplace an invitation to
register.

Shop supplier catalogs
Bringing all your suppliers into one marketplace makes

compliance information through their supplier self-service
always accurate and up-to-date.

Complements existing solutions
Already have an eProcurement solution as part of your

ERP? Leverage our Marketplace to connect with thousands
of suppliers to avoid costly and time consuming point-topoint supplier integration.

Enablement and support
Our dedicated team of supplier marketplace experts work
closely with you to enable your suppliers for catalogs,
orders, invoices, payments and more.

Marketplace
Unimarket Procurement, Invoice Management and
Marketplace are purpose-built to work together.

it easy for your users to search and purchase across

This ensures that the transition from shopping cart, to

eCommerce sites in one place.

invoice and payment is completely seamless – for you

all of your suppliers’ hosted catalogs and integrated

requisition and approval workflow, to purchase order,
and your suppliers.
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